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RIGLOCK

RigLock is a remote operated system that engages and secures pressure control equipment to the wellhead and 
subsequently provides the ability to safely disengage the same equipment.

With an unparalleled design, the RigLock makes rigging up to, and down from, 

the wellhead more effi cient while adding unmatched safety measures to protect 

wellsite personnel from costly injury. Pressure testing of the connection is also 

performed remotely from the control unit.

Using the RigLock system eliminates individuals from having to work in 

dangerous and compromised positions during manual connecting, and 

disconnecting, of heavy equipment suspended overhead. RigLock securely 

attaches this equipment with remote hydraulic or pneumatic actuation.

The RigLock system speeds up operations by quickly connecting / disconnecting 

equipment and allowing pressurized operations to commence within close 

proximity of the RigLock as no personnel are required to be in the vicinity. 

Safety features provided by the RigLock system include multiple cam locks, cam 

lock retaining ring, color-matched equipment and control panel, highly visible 

actuation indicators, pressure transducer monitoring, control panel lock-outs, 

and redundant actuation mechanisms in the event of power loss.

Features 

  Six automated cam locks securing the 

connection to the wellhead

  Locking ring prevents undesired cam lock 

movement even during loss of power

  Oversized and highly visible entry guide ensures 

proper connection placement

  Up to 4 RigLock systems and 4 surface safety 

valves per control unit

  Same control unit to operate RigLock, surface 

safety valves, and pressure control equipment

  Disengagement of the equipment is locked-out 

if any pressure over 30psi is recorded in the 

RigLock system

  Color coded RigLock equipment and control 

unit to ensure operation of desired system

  Actuation indicators providing visual 

confi rmation of equipment function

Benefi ts

  Remote operation keeps personnel away 

from injury risk areas

  Eliminate the requirement for man-baskets 

or elevated personnel to be working under 

suspended loads

  Increase operational effi ciency by reducing the 

time for making connections/disconnections 

and permitting simultaneous pressurized 

operations within the vicinity of an operating 

RigLock system

Applications
Multi-well pump-down operations


